Creating Talents for a New World

27-28 August 2015

DEANS’ FORUM

Contacts: Carole Grosz, Pauline Brière

Back in Paris, 200 years ago
I am pleased to invite you to the first of our “Deans’ forums”, on August 27-28th, 2015, entitled “Creating talents for a new world”. We organize this event to celebrate the 200th anniversary of our school’s transfer in the very heart of the city of Paris. We want to learn from other deans and benefit from their experience.

Sincerely yours,

Pr. Romain SOUBEYRAN
Director
MINES ParisTech
HISTORY AND PROJECTION

8 H 30  Welcome

9 H  Keynote by Romain Soubeyran (Director of MINES ParisTech)

9 H 30  Armand Hatchuel (Member of the Academy of technologies – Professor at MINES ParisTech) : Presentation of the École des Mines and its history : change and continuous development

10 H 15  Coffee break

CREATING CAMPUS VISION

10 H 45  New school outdoors : Christine Ortiz (Dean of Graduate Education – Massachusetts Institute of Technology) : Creating a university ecosystem that fosters innovation in doctoral education : trends and challenges

11 H 30  Cédric Denis-Rémis (Dean – ParisTech Shangai Jiao Tong) : An engineering school made in France in China

12 H 15  Jérôme Adnot (Education Director – MINES ParisTech) : Value scale of engineering degrees in Century 21

13 H  Lunch
Back in Paris 200 Years Ago
Deans’ Forum 2015

Knowledge Transfer

14h45 Christer Karlsson (Professor Department of Operations Management – Copenhagen Business School) : Managers for the extraprise – Management development for the global network enterprise

15h30 Ira Bennett (Co-Director of Center for Engagement & Training in Science & Society – Arizona State University) : Strategic Issues

16h15 Break

16h30 Arthouros Zervos (Professor at National Technical University of Athens) : Status and perspectives renewable energy

17h15 Damien Goetz (Research Director – MINES ParisTech) and Didier Nectoux (Director of museum – MINES ParisTech) : Mineral and Natural Resources, The School’s foundations and the jobs of the future

18h Visit of MINES ParisTech’s Museum (Eloïse Gaillou)

Chairman : Armand Hatchuel
Deputy Director CGS – MINES Paris-Tech

Valérie Archambault
Deputy Director of Research

Didier Mayer
Head of Dep MINES Paris-Tech

Didier Nectoux
Director of museum
NEW SUBJECTS

8 H 30  Welcome

9 H  Keynote by Thierry Coulhon (Mathematician – President of Paris Sciences et Lettres, Research University) : PSL : A new opportunity for French higher education and for MINES ParisTech

9 H 45  Yves Berthelot (Vice provost for international initiatives – Georgia Tech) : Educating Global Citizens : Internationalization of the curriculum and engagement in social and environmental responsibility, both at home and abroad

Chairman : Brigitte D’Andréa Novel  Professor – MINES ParisTech

10 H 30  Break

10 H 45  Chris McMahon (Professor of Mechanical Engineering – Bristol University) : Complex Systems : New Architectures, New Skills

François Irigoin  Director of CRI – MINES ParisTech

11 H 30  Adam Shwartz (Director of Jacobs Technion-Cornell Institute) Talent for the digital age : Jacobs at Cornell Tech

Isabelle Catto  Dean of Education – PSL

12 H 15  Lunch
NEW TALENTS CONNECTED TO BUSINESS WORLD

14 H 30  Philippe Mustar (Professor of entrepreneurship – MINES ParisTech) : Entrepreneurship education in an engineering school : the journey is the reward

15 H  Criteo with Franck Le Ouay (Scientific Advisor & Co-founder)

15 H 45  Tomorrow’s managers must understand everything : Roundtable of entrepreneurs with Kilian Bazin (Toucan Toco), Khadidiatou Diop Nakoulima (NEST), Victor Landau (Spotistic) and Benjamin Saada (Expliseat)

16 H 45  Coffee break

17 H  Classical orchestra and slideshow

17 H 45  End